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INTRODUCTION

Clubs should show an understanding across all
these areas and be able to demonstrate how
they meet each of the twelve points in order to
meet the minimum standard. There are many
benefits to meeting the minimum standard. Not
only, morally, is it the right thing to do but it can
help prevent legal action being taken against the
Club. In addition, the business benefits can have
an impact on any Club by assisting in attracting
more supporters, more businesses / sponsors
and a more talented employment pool.

In 2012, following the high profile incidents
surrounding discrimination in the game, the
Prime Minister hosted a round table discussion
at Downing Street.
EFL, along with The FA, The Premier League,
the Professional Footballers Association and
the League Managers Association, provided an
interim response to Government detailing our
proposed activity to combat discrimination and
work for greater inclusion within English football.
Since then, football organisations have worked
collaboratively; consulting further, reviewing the
feedback from our interim response and also the
conclusions and recommendations of the Select
Committee Inquiry.

Clubs may be required to demonstrate how
they meet each of the twelve points of the
Code of Practice. Good practice suggestions and
measures Clubs can take are listed within this
document. Clubs may have already implemented
Policies and Procedures that assist them in
meeting the requirements of the Code. It is
important to note that any Club that achieves
a level of the Premier League Equality Standard
will be deemed to have met the standards for the
Code of Practice. A review process will take place
throughout the season of implementation and
examples of good practice will be highlighted
and shared amongst Clubs.

The English Football Inclusion and AntiDiscrimination Action Plan was produced,
with specific actions relevant to EFL and was
circulated to all EFL Clubs for approval. EFL
Clubs gave unanimous support for the actions
and the final Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination
Action Plan was published as our final response
to the Government. The whole plan focuses
on both the professional and the grassroots
‘national game’ because tackling discrimination
and ensuring football is played in a safe and
inclusive environment for all is vital to the
integrity of the whole game. However, the plan
also sets out to be clear where responsibility for
specific interventions lie, especially around the
legal obligations of the respective Clubs and
authorities as employers and event organisers.
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WORKING TOWARDS THE
CODE OF PRACTICE

EQUALITY PATHWAY

LEGISLATION
EQUALITY PATHWAY

There are four levels of achievement, starting
with the Equality Code of Practice for EFL Clubs.
The Equality Code of Practice underpins the three
Premier League Equality strands and contains a
range of outcomes which are broken down into
minimum requirements that require specific
evidence to support Clubs to build the foundations
to progress through the Equality pathway. It is
expected that Clubs will be assessed against the
specific criteria.

EFL REGUALTIONS

The Equality Code of Practice is directly linked
to the protected characteristics under the
Equality Act 2010, which replaces previous
Anti-Discrimination laws with a single Act.
The Equality Duty replaces the three previous
public sector Equality duties for race, disability
and gender. The Equality Duty now covers the
following protected characteristics:

EFL REGULATIONS
Following the development of the Equality Code of
Practice, the following regulations (regulation 112)
relating to Equality Code of Practice were approved
and take effect immediately.

Age

EFL Regulations 112 Equality Act

Race

112.1 The Board shall have the ability to, following
consultation with the Football Association
and Clubs, from time to time implement the
Equality Code of Practice on inclusion and AntiDiscrimination (Code of Practice).

Disability
Gender Reassignment
Pregnancy And Maternity

112.2 Regulation 2 shall not apply to
implementation of the Codes of Practice.

Sexual Orientation

112.3 Clubs and their Officials shall observe and
comply with the requirements of the Code of
Practice and any breach thereof shall be treated
as a breach of these Regulations.

Marriage And Civil Partnership
Sex (Gender)

Any Club deemed to have breached these
regulations will be charged with misconduct,
with the matter being heard by the Football
Disciplinary Commission with a full range of
sanctions at its disposal.

Religion Or Belief
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ASSESSMENT PROCESS
SELF ASSESSMENT
INDEPENDENT ASSESSOR
ASSESSMENT VISITS

SELF ASSESSMENT
The process of working towards the Equality
Code of Practice involves the Club gathering
evidence that supports the requirements,
and which is sufficient to meet the overall
outcomes. While there are some critical pieces
of evidence that the Assessor and the Panel
must see, e.g. the Club’s Equality Action Plan and
Equality Policy, there is no requirement of the
assessment process to produce large hard or soft
copy portfolios. In order to make this process
as easy as possible, the EFL have produced a
self-assessment toolkit which Clubs can use to
reference their evidence.

EFL have invested in a number of resources to help
support Clubs through the Equality Code of Practice.
A number of these resources are highlighted
throughout the document but most notably
the League have appointed a number of key
personnel, including Specialist Advisor at the
League and an independent expert consultant.
Further to these resources the Clubs are
ultimately responsible for their submission and
collation of evidence. As such, there are three
phases to the assessment.
•

Self-Assessment by the Club.

•

Independent evaluation and assessment of
evidence by an assessor and production of a
draft assessment report.

•

During this self-assessment period, the Club will
be advised and guided on the requirements of
the Equality Code of Practice by the Independent
Assessor and a Support Officer from Kick It Out in
the most appropriate way, and which may include:
•

Advice, guidance, good practice and
templates on the requirements of the
Equality Code of Practice, which can also be
found on the CPS.

•

Signposting to specialist organisations that
can help the Club with specific protected
characteristics.

•

Arranging Equality Training for Club staff to
enhance the knowledge and understanding
of all Club officials.

Verification and awarding by the EFL Equality
Code of Practice Panel.

8
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Evidence is collated electronically e.g. provided
by the Club on a memory stick, in a Dropbox
folder or on a dedicated portal.
The evidence listed in the requirements tables
is a guide and it is not prescriptive and the list
is not exhaustive. Suitable alternatives can be
presented if they meet the outcomes and must
be judged on their merits.

INDEPENDENT
EVALUATION BY THE
ASSESSOR
The Assessor is appointed by the EFL and is
required to conduct an independent evaluation
and assessment of the progress of the Club
towards the Equality Code of Practice. The
Assessor will produce a Draft Assessment Report
which is based on the evidence supplied by the
Club and is submitted to the Equality Panel.
The Assessor will undertake up to three
mandatory Club assessment visits, to meet key
personnel involved in Equality at the Club, as
well as scrutinise the evidence presented by the
Club to assist with producing the Assessment
Report for the Independent review Panel. A
key element of the Club visit is to identify any
areas where there may be a shortfall in evidence
against the requirements of the Equality Code
of Practice, and in these cases the Assessor will
agree with the Club and the Support Officer to
plan and address any shortfall.

•

Key staff involved in delivering Equality,
including the CEO, Lead Officer for Equality,
other staff delivering Equality and senior
people from other departments and areas
of the Club, including the Community Trust,
academy and first team.

•

Relevant Board members.

•

Other people involved with the Club
operations, match day operations and other
Club activities.

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs have set up 12 folders that
relate to each of the 12 sections of the
Code of Practice. Evidence has then
been collated in relation to the 12 areas
into electronic folders that everyone is
able to contribute to.

It is the role of the Assessor to draw from
evidence presented but primarily from their
discussions with Club personnel in order to
produce an Assessment Report. Meetings with
key personnel involved in Equality in the Club
will include:

9
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ASSESSMENT VISITS EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

ASSESSMENT VISITS
The Assessor will meet with the Club up to
three times before the Assessment Report is
produced.

ASSESSMENT
VISIT 1

This visit will consist of an induction led by
the Assessor to key personnel or working
group at the Club. The Assessor will review
sections 1 – 12 of the Code of Practice and
the Club’s self-assessment document.
The assessor will advise the Club to begin
evidence collection for all sections which
will be reviewed during the following
assessment visits. During this visit the Club
will also be advised of the submission dates
for their evidence, which will be presented in
a report to the Independent Review Panel.

ASSESSMENT
VISIT 2

During this visit the Assessor will review
evidence for sections 1-6 and provide
feedback. In this session the assessor will
advise the Club of any shortfalls and areas
for development.

ASSESSMENT
VISIT 3

During this visit the Assessor will review
the evidence for sections 7-12 and provide
feedback. The Assessor may also request
a stadium walk around to see if certain
initiatives are present throughout the
Club, such as ‘Enjoy the Match’, Ground
Regulations and Accessible Facilities. This
session will also be an opportunity to review
any other business.

MATCH DAY VISIT

ASSESSMENT REPORTS

In certain circumstances the Assessor may
request to visit the Club on a match day to see
if certain match day criteria are implemented
and to also assess the whole Club approach to
Equality. This visit is not compulsory but Clubs
may wish to exercise this option to demonstrate
their approach to Equality and Inclusion.

Following the completion of the Self-Assessment
document and submission of all the relevant
evidence, Clubs submit the evidence to the
Assessor either in hard copy or electronically.
The Assessor will produce a report based on
the findings and evidence supplied from the
Club against the 12 areas of the Equality Code
of Practice. The report will also detail evidence
from any site visits or match day visits.

SUPPORT DAYS
The Support Officer will provide continuous
support to the Club in between the preassessment visits. These will be in the form of
support days, whereby the Support Officer will
offer ‘hands on’ support to the Club and will also
provide training sessions through the Playing for
Inclusion workshop. Clubs are able to have as many
support days as required with the Support Officer.

Although some requirements are essential it
is recognised that some areas will be ‘areas to
develop’ and these may take Clubs more than 12
months to complete. The Assessor will advise
and guide Clubs on the essential requirements
and Clubs should look to proactively make
changes for the long term.
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ASSESSMENT PANEL
REVIEW PANEL
AFTER THE PANEL

The Equality Code of Practice Panel (the Panel)
is the final stage of the assessment process and
it is the role of the Panel to verify the findings
and evidence against the requirements of
the Code of Practice to ensure that they have
been met. Where requirements have not been
fulfilled completely, the Panel will take into
consideration the work to develop this area by
the Club, which should also be evidenced.

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs have setup internal working
groups which contain the Heads of
Departments or Senior managers from
across the whole Club, to work on the
Equality Code of Practice. This approach
has helped Clubs achieve a whole-Club
approach to ensure that Equality is
embedded across the Club. It has also
provided Clubs with an infrastructure to
continuously develop and drive Equality
and Inclusion at the Club.

12
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ASSESSMENT PANEL EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

REVIEW PANEL
During the Panel session members are there to:
•

Scrutinise the draft Assessment Report
provided by the Assessor and key pieces of
supporting evidence (such as the Equality
Monitoring Audit Report and the Equality
Action Plan).

•

Consider the Club’s presentation and ask
probing questions to check and challenge
the progress the Club is making towards
Equality.

•

Identify strengths in the Club’s Equality work
and areas to develop further.

•

Make an objective decision about whether
the Club has met the requirements of a level
of the Standard.

The Panel session takes the form of a
presentation by the Assessor to:
•

Showcase the Club’s Equality work.

•

Highlight its progress towards Equality.

•

Identify subsequent priorities, targets and
tactics for the Club’s Equality work.

•

The Panel will further scrutinise the Club’s
submission through relevant questions
about the report and the progress the Club is
making towards Equality.

AFTER THE PANEL SESSION
Following the Panel session a final Assessment
Report is produced by the Assessor within ten
working days and this is sent to the Club with a
letter signed by the Panel’s Chair and the EFL. The
letter and final Assessment report will reflect
the decision of, and feedback from, the Panel
regarding the progress of the Club towards Equality.
13
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EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE
Good practice suggestions and measures Clubs can take for each of the points within the Code
of Practice are listed in the following pages. It is not a requirement that Clubs undertake
everything set out in the suggestions and measures but Clubs should demonstrate that they are
able to meet each of the twelve points as set out in the Code.
This list is by no means exhaustive and Clubs may have already implemented Policies and
Procedures that assist them in meeting the requirements.

THE 12 AREAS OF THE
CODE OF PRACTICE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND COMMITMENT
POLICY
LEGAL COMPLIANCE
BEHAVIOUR
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
REPORTING AND MANAGING INCIDENTS
AWARENESS-RAISING AND COMMUNICATION
WORKFORCE
FANS
ACTIVITIES
CONSULTATION AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
EXTERNAL VERIFICATION AND ENDORSEMENT
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ACCOUNTABILITY
AND
COMMITMENT
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1
ACCOUNTABILITY AND
COMMITMENT

MARTYN
CHIEF
EXECUTIVE

The Board sets responsibility for
Equality at the highest level in
the organisation.

“ party, whereby the CEO and senior managers have

At our Club, we have an Equality and Inclusion working
pledged their commitment to driving Equality and
promoting inclusion through the Code of Practice.
As part of my role as CEO, I am proud to be the Equality
Champion and nominated Lead Board Member
for Equality and Inclusion. It means I take overall
responsibility for Equality and Inclusion and I can report
back to the Board, who also monitor our compliance and
progress on an annual basis.

“

CRITERIA
commitment to Equality, Inclusion and AntiDiscrimination, and confirm to all employees,
match day staff and Community Trust staff that
they are working towards the Equality Code of
Practice.

1.1 The Club nominates a Board member and
the CEO/senior manager to lead on Equality,
Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination.
1.2 The Board monitors compliance with the
Club’s Equality Policy and written progress is
reported to the Board annually.

1.6 All employees, match day staff and
Community Trust staff are kept up-to-date with
progress towards achieving the Equality Code of
Practice.

1.3 The Club completes the The FA State of Play.
1.4 Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination is built into
the CEO’s/senior manager’s job description. The
Board also nominate an Equality Champion.

1.7 The Board work towards achieving greater
diversity on the Board.

1.5 The Board, CEO or Lead Officer ensures that
all staff members are fully aware of the Club’s
19
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1. ACCOUNTABILITY AND COMMITMENT EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

DID YOU KNOW?

JOB DESCRIPTIONS
Job descriptions for CEO, Senior Managers
and Lead Officers will include a direct
responsibility for Inclusion. The Club’s
Equality Statement will be included in the
job description. The CEO job description
should make reference to the Equality
Champion Role. Clubs must ensure that
they identify who the most senior officer is
within their organisation to lead this work.
This may be the CEO, Chairperson, or a Board
member, each of whom has a legal duty to
ensure that all aspects of Equality are being
considered across the business. The Lead
Officer for Equality is the person who is most
likely to provide the operational support,
and in many cases coordinate the gathering
of evidence for submission.

EFL Clubs across England have used the
Equality Champion role description for
their nominated Lead Board member
for Equality and Inclusion, asking
that person to demonstrate their
commitment to the role by signing it.

THE BOARD
The Board should be provided with a
guidance document explaining benefits
and commercial risks for Equality and
Inclusion, which will include the legal
(see Legal compliance) and business case
studies. It is important to make sure that
all Board and staff members have attended
the ‘Playing for Equality and Inclusion’
workshop (see education and training) or
that the CEO/ Lead Officer has delivered
an Equality briefing to the Board. The
briefing should cover the Equality Act
2010, the Equality Standard framework
and outcomes for this level, the business
benefits and impact on participation, as
well as agreeing what support the staff
and Board can offer to the submission. This
should be in the Board Minutes.
20
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1. ACCOUNTABILITY AND COMMITMENT EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

COMMUNITY TRUST BOARDS

most Clubs will use the Census as their
benchmark. Once the audit report has
been completed this should be presented
to the Board and staff for feedback.
The Board should be encouraged to
acknowledge the recommendations and
determine actions to address them going
forward.

The Board should contain representatives
from the Club’s Board so that the same
benefits and commercial risks are
identified. This will also help to ensure
that Equality is considered as a whole-Club
approach. The Trust Board should also
undertake the same training and briefing
as above.

COMMUNICATION
Clubs should consider how they can
communicate their commitment to
Equality most effectively, based on
the resources that they have. Many
organisations use their website to carry a
statement from the CEO or Board member,
and a copy of the Equality Policy. In
addition, Clubs have developed Equality
- specific tabs on their website, used
Twitter and Facebook to promote their
commitment, as well as documenting
this commitment through members’
newsletters, staff and Club handbooks
where appropriate, through AGM reports,
via the staff Intranet, through staff
contracts, codes of conduct and service
level agreements. Some Clubs have
also used specific days to promote their
commitment to Equality (for further
information see Activities).

DID YOU KNOW?
EFL are working with Kick it Out to
encourage Clubs to designate a specific
match each season to raise awareness
of the Club’s commitment to Equality
and tackling discrimination in football.

STATE OF PLAY SURVEY
On completion of the State of Play (see
Workforce for further information) Clubs
should consider what other evidence they
will compare their own data against, for
example census 2011 data, Household
Survey, Local Authority data, national
data produced by the Home Nations
Sports Councils. At Code of Practice level,
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POLICY
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2
PRADEEP

POLICY

HR
ASSISTANT

The Club has a Policy for
Inclusion and Anti-discrimination
as part of its Equality Policy that
is widely publicised.

“ Policies to ensure a safe, friendly and enjoyable place

It’s important that our Club has up-to-date and robust
of work for everyone.

It’s my job to review our Policies and Procedures on an
annual basis. Recently, we have invested in a new staff
Intranet system providing monthly newsletters to
help communicate Policies, Procedures, details of any
meetings, training and current issues. It also allows
staff to become more involved in development of new
Policies and Strategies.

“

CRITERIA
2.7 Annual reminders about Policies and
Procedures are sent to all staff, players and
apprentices.

2.1 The Club has an up-to-date Equality Policy in
place that covers all areas of the Club.
2.2 The Club has a statement of commitment
and Policy that is reviewed annually.

2.8 The Policy is included in staff induction.
2.9 The Policy is broadened to include other
disadvantaged people that the Club wishes
to engage with e.g. homeless, those on low
income, offenders etc.

2.3 This should include all the activities of
the Club, any subsidiary companies and the
Community Trust.
2.4 These cover all the protected characteristics.

2.10 Where there is a proven demand that
outweighs any significant costs, the Club
produces materials relevant to the audience
(e.g. those who speak a different language to
the local community or use sign language, those
with visual or hearing impairments, using large
print, audio or Braille on request).

2.5 The statement of commitment and the Policy
is promoted and distributed to Board members
and staff, as well as being posted on posted on
the Club’s website.
2.6 The Policy is sent to all employees, match day
staff and Community Trust staff, and is in a range
of Club documents such as employee handbook,
volunteer handbook or pack, apprentice guides,
apprentice parent’s guide and player handbook.
25
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2. POLICY EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

DID YOU KNOW?

EQUALITY POLICY
Clubs must ensure that their current
Equality Policy has been updated to
include the Equality Act 2010 and
the Protected Characteristics. Older
legislation, such as the Disability
Discrimination Act and the Sex
Discrimination Act, are no longer relevant
as the Equality Act 2010 refined and
modernised all previous legislation into
one Equality Act.

Some Clubs have set up a staff Intranet
system and provide weekly newsletters
to help communication of Policies,
procedures, details of meetings and
current issues regarding Equality. This
ensures that all staff have access to the
information they require.

Clubs need to ensure that both the Board
and staff have been given an opportunity
to review a draft Policy, and to provide
feedback on this, before the Policy is
signed off by the Board. This can be
achieved through discussion at both Board
and staff meetings, via emails which
request feedback on the draft Policy or
through an on-line questionnaire.

COMMUNITY TRUST POLICIES
Community Trusts Policies should be
aligned with the Club, and vice versa.

EQUALITY STATEMENT
Clubs have an Equality Statement that
they can use within customer charters,
websites and other material. The
statement should reflect the Club’s
commitment and statement of intent
towards Equality, inclusion and AntiDiscrimination.

26
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2. POLICY EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Further guidance

Staff handbook
Customer Charter
Equality Policy feedback sheet

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs have shared the draft
Policy as part of delivering the Equality
Training to staff and Board members,
and facilitated a focus group discussion
to gather feedback, which has helped
shape the final Policy for approval.
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3

LEGAL
COMPLIANCE
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3
LEGAL COMPLIANCE

The Club is compliant with all
relevant UK legislation, statutes,
regulations and codes, as well as
those from EFL, The FA, UEFA
and FIFA.

HELEN

SOLICITOR

“ sit on the Club’s Board of Directors to provide advice and
Although I am not directly employed by the Club, I do

guidance with regards to Legal compliance. I also take
time to work with HR.

“

CRITERIA
3.1 The Club recognises its responsibilities under
the Equality Act 2010 and takes steps to ensure it
is compliant.

3.5 The Club has access to legal expertise, either
in-house or through external organisations and
agencies.

3.2 The Board identifies inclusion and AntiDiscrimination as a corporate risk and takes
decisive action to address this.

3.6 The Club provides details on how it meets
current Safeguarding legislation, including
having an up-to-date Safeguarding Policy in
place that covers all areas of the Club.

3.3 The Club ensures the Board receives any
annual legal updates on inclusion issues.

3.7 The Club implement a process for review of
legislation, rules and regulations.

3.4 The Club provides the necessary training to
Board members with regards to the Equality Act
2010.
31
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3. LEGAL COMPLIANCE EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

EQUALITY ACT 2010
Clubs often have access to legal expertise,
either in-house or through external
organisations. This can prove beneficial
to Clubs from a legal and business point
of view. Seeking Legal expertise and/
or having access to legal counsel will
help Clubs stay up-to-date and legally
compliant with any changes in the law.

EQUALITY POLICY
Please see Section 2 Policy.

STAFF HANDBOOK AND HR POLICIES
Clubs must review legislation, statues,
regulations and codes regularly for
changes and ensure at all times that they
are legally compliant. This also needs to
be communicated to all staff through
handbooks and Policies. This should
also be applied to Community Trusts if
they operate by the same polices and/or
handbook.

CORPORATE RISK REGISTER
Clubs have developed Corporate Risk
Registers to manage high level risks facing
the organisation from a strategic and
business risk perspective.

32
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3. LEGAL COMPLIANCE EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN AND
ADULTS AT RISK
The Child Protection Policy makes it
clear that all young people have equal
rights to protection. The Child Protection
procedures, guidance and training help
staff and volunteers to recognise the
additional vulnerability of some children
and vulnerable adults, and the extra
barriers they face getting help, because
of their race, gender, age, religion or
disability, sexual orientation, social
background and/ or culture.

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs have a qualified solicitor
on their Board of Directors to provide
advice and guidance with regards to
Legal compliance.

Further guidance

EFL Safeguarding Guidance to Member
Clubs “Working Together to Safeguard
Children” 2016 (as revised from time to
time)

DID YOU KNOW?
A number of Clubs now have a
Corporate Risk register to identify
potential risks to the business from all
areas, including emergency situations
and disaster management.

Disclosure & Barring Service – ‘Role in
Football’ A guide to eligibility for DBS
checks

33
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BEHAVIOUR
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4
BEHAVIOUR
BAKER
FAMILY

Everyone associated with the
Club adopts agreed standards
of behaviour for inclusion and
anti-discrimination, as well as the
sanctions for any breach of these.

“ family zone, with games consoles and activities for
At our Club they have introduced a new generation

mainly families to enjoy. They have also incorporated
the ‘Enjoy the Match’ campaign and tailored it to our
Club colours, which makes for a welcoming and safe
place for the whole family.

“

CRITERIA
4.4 The Ground Regulations are clearly displayed
at all turnstiles and copies are available online and in the ticket office. Clubs should
demonstrate how they communicate this to
match-day fans.

4.1 Codes of conduct for each group include
sanctions for breaching a code.
4.2 Establish Codes of Conduct specifically for:
•

Players

•

Stewards

•

Staff

•

Apprentices

•

Coaches

•

Parents

•

Board members

•

•

Fans

Community Trust
staff

•

Corporate Guests /
Sponsors

•

Community Trust
participants

4.5 A Customer Charter is displayed on the
website and is available at various places around
the Club. The Customer Charter clearly outlines
the process for dealing with complaints and is
strictly adhered to.
4.6 The Club actively promotes the ‘Enjoy the
Match’ campaign and has a zero tolerance Policy
to swearing and abusive language on a match
day in the Family Area. All stewards are specially
trained to identify and deal with incidents should
they occur.

The Club can demonstrate that each group is fully
aware that these Codes of Conduct are in place.
4.3 Disciplinary processes to deal with any
breach of a Code of Conduct for any group are in
place and clearly communicated. These should
include a right of appeal. In addition, employees
should have access to the Grievance Procedure.

4.7 These are signed up to annually (via ticketing
terms and conditions, personnel records,
contracts etc.) and people take responsibility for
their own behaviour.
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4. BEHAVIOUR EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

CODE OF CONDUCT
Codes of conduct/behaviour include
statements about the responsibility of
adults and children to treat one another
with dignity, respect, sensitivity and
fairness.

CUSTOMER CHARTER
Makes it clear that discriminatory,
offensive and violent behaviour are
unacceptable and that complaints will
be acted upon. Ensures that the correct
processes for dealing with complaints are
in place and fair and open to challenge
through an appeals process.

ENJOY THE MATCH
The ‘Enjoy the Match’ campaign looks to
provide a safe environment for supporters
within Family areas to tackle foul and
abusive language. This area promotes
a family-friendly atmosphere and is
actively stewarded to prevent bad and
discriminatory language.

Further guidance

Ground Regulations
Tickets T&Cs
Stewards training: on the ball
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4. BEHAVIOUR EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs have designed a Family
Zone in which they have incorporated
‘Enjoy the Match’ branding and in Club
colours.
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5

EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
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5
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

SUE

TICKET OFFICE
MANAGER

Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination
is included as part of induction
arrangements, and people
associated with the club receive
on-going training in this regard.

“ undertook the EFL Playing for inclusion workshop, which

In my role I am very much on the ‘front line’. Recently, we
provided us with much needed information about our
responsibilities and the challenges the whole club faces.
On the back of this training we have introduced this
as part of our induction of new staff and made this
information clear within our Customer Charter.

“

CRITERIA
5.1 The Club ensures that all employees, Board
and Community Trust staff attend the Professional
Game Workshop – Playing for Inclusion. Training
should be repeated every three years.

regards to inclusion and Anti-Discrimination.
This includes social media guidelines. Learning
and development opportunities are provided in
partnership with LFE, the PFA and LMA.

5.2 The Club ensures that all match day staff
have received Equality Training as part of their
briefings and that Senior Stewards attend the
PFI workshop.

5.6 Specific guidance is provided to fans
on a regular basis with regards to the
Club’s commitment on inclusion and AntiDiscrimination.

5.3 The Club ensures that the Board and staff
(paid and unpaid) understand the principles of
inclusion and Anti-Discrimination and receive
annual updates and briefings.

5.7 Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination are built in
to any Club training as a core element.
5.8 The Club develops a training matrix to
identify who needs training, when it happened
and when it needs updating.

5.4 The Club ensures that all people associated
with it know how to report an incident (both
on and off-field) and what procedures will be
followed when an incident is reported.

5.9 The Club develops a set of inclusion and AntiDiscrimination behaviours that it wants people
at the Club to demonstrate and provides regular
training, briefings or updates for this.

5.5 The Club ensures that players and playing
staff receive regular training and briefings with
43
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5. EDUCATION AND TRAINING EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

PLAYING FOR INCLUSION
WORKSHOP
The Playing for Inclusion workshop has
been developed by EFL, The FA, Kick It Out
and LFE. The workshop is designed in line
with the Code of Practice and is targeted
at the whole Club (excluding Players).
The workshop gives learners a basic
understanding of the legislative framework
(Equality Act 2010), definitions of bullying,
harassment and discrimination, how
to avoid the pitfalls of stereotyping,
and a look at the personal impact of
discrimination. Workshops are led by Club
facilitators, who are trained by The FA. You
should consider a training schedule for
your club and a suitable facilitator who will
be willing to be trained to deliver.

EFL DISABILITY TRAINING
Specific disability training is available for
all DLO’s within Clubs and offers a further
opportunity to learn about language,
etiquette and behaviour.

PFA EQUALITY TRAINING FOR PLAYERS
The PFA run professional Equality Training
for players.

KICK IT OUT, PLAYER ENGAGEMENT
Kick it Out have a specific Player
engagement manager who offers support
on a 1-to-1 and group basis to players to
talk about Equality.
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5. EDUCATION AND TRAINING EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

LFE TRAINING
The LFE, working in partnership with Kick
It Out, offer scholars’ training , as well
as social media training. LFE have a wide
range of strategies to support the learner
and the Club during the ASER programme
to ensure every apprentice receives equal
opportunities.

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs have a training programme
which ensures that all Senior Managers
and appropriate ‘front line staff’ are
trained in the provisions of the Equality
Act, and ongoing training is included in
staff induction programmes.

Further guidance

This information is detailed in their
Customer Charter, which is displayed
on their website.

Independent training sessions
Social Media guidelines
Training matrix - HR
Equality Briefings
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6

REPORTING AND
MANAGING
INCIDENTS
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6
TERRY

REPORTING AND
MANAGING INCIDENTS

FAN

“ discrimination, contained within the Customer Charter.
At my Club we have a clear Policy on eliminating

The Club has clear Policies
and Procedures for reporting,
collating and managing all
incidents of discrimination,
harassment and abuse.

As a season ticket holder I also have this information
sent to me along with my renewal pack.

The Club also provide details of how to report any
anti-social behaviour and have a specific text service
set up for reporting incidents during the match. They
also have the information printed on the back of each
match ticket and and I’ve also noticed a Kick It Out
Reporting app being advertised around the ground and
in the match day programme.

“

CRITERIA
6.6 Reporting procedures are produced for staff
and players and shared with them.

6.1 All employees, including Community Trust
staff, are aware of how to report incidents of
discrimination, and who to report these to,
through relevant HR processes, staff handbook,
posters, volunteer handbooks or on the Intranet.

6.7 Policies ensure that people reporting an
allegation are protected and supported by the
Club, unless the allegation was malicious.

6.2 The Club implements Crowd Management
Measures - FA Good Practice Guide for Football
Clubs.

6.8 People are provided with information on
where to go for help and advice in relation to
abuse, victimisation, harassment and bullying.

6.3 All fans clearly understand how and who to
report an incident to on a match day.

6.9 Internal protocols are identified for
managing the media when an incident occurs.

6.4 The Club co-operates fully with the relevant
authorities when dealing with any incidents.

6.10 Details of how people will be supported if
they make an allegation are in place. Recognition
that some people, e.g. young players, may be
hesitant to report allegations in case it affects
their career, or other negative consequences, as
well as their lack of authority in the Club.

6.5 There are set Club procedures that should be
followed for communication with the public and
the media with regards to incidents.
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6. REPORTING AND MANAGING INCIDENTS EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

KICK IT OUT
Kick It Out offers a range of support and
service to EFL Clubs to help tackle all
forms of discrimination. The Kick it Out
Reporting App is a free resource that Clubs
can use to help fans report all forms of
discrimination. Reports are managed on
behalf of the Football Authorities by Kick
it Out. The app’s anonymous reporting
facility to fans also has the ability to
capture video and audio evidence to
support any further action.

KEY HELPLINES AND
ORGANISATION CONTACTS
Clubs may also wish to consider a text
service live during games. A number of
Clubs have successfully implemented
a text service that the Safety Stadium
Manager receives. This means that Clubs
are able to act on any incidents sooner
and ensure that everyone enjoys the
game. Management protocols for those
incidents are reported from the CEO, SLO
and the Head of Communications, and, if
they are Safeguarding-related incidents,
to the Safeguarding Officer.
Signage and information explaining how
to report incidents are important and
should feature on match day programmes,
on tickets to the concourse areas and on
service booths.

CLEAR POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Policies need to be in place for grievance,
whistle blowing, disciplinary and complaints
procedures for staff, players, coaches and fans.
50
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6. REPORTING AND MANAGING INCIDENTS EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Further guidance

DID YOU KNOW?

FA Good Practice Guide for Crowds

Many Clubs issue details on how
to report any and all forms of
discrimination and abuse via
messaging placed on the back of each
ticket, which ensures every fan has the
information to hand. They also send
out copies of the inclusion and AntiDiscrimination Policy on renewal of
season ticket holders.
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7

AWARENESSRAISING AND
COMMUNICATION
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7
AWARENESS-RAISING AND
COMMUNICATION
JENNY

PR ASSISTANT

All people with an association
to the Club, be it supporters,
sponsors, staff, players,
suppliers, customers and other
stakeholders, are made aware
of its commitment to inclusion
and anti-discrimination.

“ embrace Equality and Diversity - from faith/religious

Every season we plan and dedicate certain fixtures to
calendar dates, historical months, to such things as
the LGBT and Black History Month. We also work with
the inclusion campaign groups such as Kick it Out,
Stonewall. Level Playing Field and FVH to dedicate
fixtures to show our support and raise awareness. We
are always looking at creative ways to engage with fans.
The whole Club gets involved to show its support.

“

CRITERIA
7.3 The Club develops an area on the website for
Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination.

7.1 The Club’s commitment to Inclusion and AntiDiscrimination is publicised widely and is evident
on the Club’s website, the match day programme
and referenced in the Customer Charter.

7.4 The Club uses inclusive language and images
in the programme, on the website, through
social media and in all Club-branded literature
where appropriate.

7.2 The Club identifies what actions they may
need to prioritise with regards to:
•

Communicating what the Club is doing to
promote Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination.

•

Communicating with people from diverse
backgrounds.

7.5 The Club dedicates specific match days to
raise awareness of the Club’s commitment to
inclusion and Anti-Discrimination.
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7. AWARENESS-RAISING AND COMMUNICATION EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

HR AUDIT
Clubs should ensure that HR Policies
and Communication activities are upto-date with the latest terms of Equality
Legislation by completing HR and
communication audits.

COMMUNICATIONS AUDIT
The Communications Audit provides
Clubs with the opportunity to carefully
review their printed materials, images and
website content, and consider if they are
fit for purpose going forward. It is unlikely
that any Club working at Code of Practice
level will be able to deliver all of the
recommendations in the Communications
Audit, but this document provides clear
guidance on changes that could be made
in future to the website, printed materials
and images.

Further guidance

Kick It Out campaigns
Inclusion Campaigns
Players’ support for campaigns
Social Media promotions
Internal mailshots and newsletters to
inform everyone of Club’s commitment to
E&D events
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7. AWARENESS-RAISING AND COMMUNICATION EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

DID YOU KNOW?
The Communications Audit has helped
many organisations when they have
been redesigning their website,
marketing materials and publications.
It has encouraged staff to keep an
up-to-date central library of positive
images of staff, coaches, officials and
participants across the game.
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3. ARRIVAL
TRAVELLING
TO THE
STADIUM
MATCH
JOURNEY 3. TRAVELLING TO THE STADIUM - THE MATCH DAY JOURNEY
4.
AT THE
STADIUM
THE THE
MATCH
DAYDAY
JOURNEY
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8

WORKFORCE
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8
WORKFORCE

SIMON

The Club monitors the Equality
Profile of its staff (paid and
unpaid) through the FA State of
Play and takes action towards
increasing the diversity of this
as necessary. it will also work
towards achieving greater
diversity on the Board.

CLUB
SECRETARY

“ Diversity Policy that ensures consistency across all

At our Club we have a single, club-wide, Equality and
departments within the Club, the Community Trust,
Youth Development and the first team.
In doing so it means we adopt a whole-Club approach
to our recruitment and workforce and helps us identify
where we need to make any changes. We also utilise
the FA State of Play to help monitor our workforce and
compare against national averages.

“

CRITERIA
8.1 The Club completes the annual State of Play
survey for all staff, coaches, match day staff and
Board members, and the data is analysed. The
conclusions and recommendations from this
survey are shared in a written report with the
Board annually.

8.3 The Club undertakes an annual audit of HR
Policies to ensure these are legally compliant.
8.4 The Club ensures that they have a Volunteer
Policy where applicable.
8.5 Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination
requirements, including training, are included
in job descriptions of staff, as part of staff
appraisals and staff meetings.

8.2 Inclusion and Anti-Discrimination is
promoted through HR Policies for staff that meet
good practice guidelines in Recruitment and
Selection, Harassment and Bullying, Disciplinary,
Grievance, Family-friendly working and
Whistle-Blowing.
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8. WORKFORCE EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

STATE OF PLAY
The State of Play is an anonymous survey,
with clear messaging telling staff why
this data is needed and what it will be
used for. In terms of completing the
audit for staff and Board members, it
is important to ensure that the Club
achieves the maximum return rate
possible, based on the number of people
who should reply. The value of having a
high return rate is that it demonstrates
that the Club is committed to Equality and
understands the reasons why this data is
being requested. To help achieve a high
return rate, Clubs should think carefully
about the way this is communicated to
participants, reassuring them that the
data collected is safe and contributes to
the wider game statistics.
Once the Audit Report has been completed,
this should be presented to the Board
and staff for feedback. The Board should
be encouraged to acknowledge the
recommendations and determine actions
to address them, going forward.
HR should audit staff Policies and
Procedures, and make them readily
available through the staff handbook.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Clubs should consider what other
evidence they will compare their own data
against. For example, Census 2011 data,
Household Surveys, Local Authority data,
and national data produced by the Home
Nation’s Sports Councils.
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8. WORKFORCE EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

DID YOU KNOW?
Many Clubs have adopted a single,
club-wide, Equality and Diversity
Policy, which sits in the staff handbook.
This ensures consistency across all
departments within the Club, the
Community Trust, Youth Development
and the first team.
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9

FANS
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9
FANS
MARIE

SUPPORTERS
LIAISON
OFFICER

The Club is aware of the profile
of its match day fans and
recognises how this compares
with the local demographics.

“ diversify our fan base. We both work together to

At our Club we are always looking to increase and
find ways in which we can gather information about
our fans in order for us to promote services. One way
we have done this is by auditing our existing fans,
through online surveys, questionnaires and setting up
supporter groups.
DLO is the dedicated main point of contact for fans
with accessible needs, and this means that I have been
able to build a rapport with he majority of of fans who
need a little extra help getting to, during and from
the game. We also take best practice found in the EFL
Accessible Guide.

“

CRITERIA
9.1 Action to increase the diversity of the matchday fan base is actively considered and promoted
by the Club.

9.4 The Club nominates a Disability Liaison
Officer who is the main point of contact for
disabled supporters and has responsibility for
matters relating to disability at the Club.

9.2 The Club collects Equality - monitoring data
from its fans through season ticket renewals
or a fans’ survey. The data collected is analysed
and included in the Club’s annual Equality monitoring report (section 8.1).

9.5 The Club nominates other Liaison Officers
such as the Supporter Liaison Officer to build
links with members of different communities
and who can act as a main point of contact for
people from those communities.

9.3 Equality-monitoring information is stored in
line with the Data Protection Act 1998.
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9. FANS EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

EQUALITY MONITORING
Is a useful way to understand the fans
and visitors to the Club. It provides an
opportunity to increase the fan base.
It is important that this information is
collected in a confidential manner and the
purpose of the data collection is clearly
explained to the fans. Visual audits are not
recommended and are not a reliable way
to gather data relating to Equality and the
protected characteristics.

DESIGNATED SLO
Can be a point of call and voice within
the Club to express the views of fans, and
offers direct feedback to Clubs to enhance
their service.

DESIGNATED DLO
Can offer much needed support and act as
a point of contact for disabled supporters.
They can help disabled supporters to
specific areas for disabled fans and provide
equipment to support their experience.

FSF - FANS FOR DIVERSITY
Kick It Out and the Football Supporters’
Federation jointly launched the ‘Fans
for Diversity’ campaign in March 2014,
supported by the Premier League’s fans
fund, to help target a number of fan
initiatives to promote diversity and
inclusion across the professional and nonleague game.
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9. FANS EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Further guidance

DID YOU KNOW?
Many Clubs have setup SurveyMonkey
questionnaires online for their fans
to complete and provide them with
the information. Clubs have been very
clear to fans as to why they want this
information and most are happy
to oblige.

Links to local schools, Colleges,
Universities, Community groups
Disability training
‘Playing for Inclusion’ training
EFL Disability Guidance Document
Local demographic information
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10

ACTIVITIES
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10
ACTIVITIES

The Club monitors diversity
in all its activities, including
the community use of the
stadium, and considers how it
could increase diversity in its
activities.

CRAIG
TRUST
PROJECTS
PLAYER

CRITERIA

“ it is the one thing I have always enjoyed and it has

I first started playing football from a young age and

10.1 The Club produces monitoring reports
to gauge the diversity of participants in
its activities. This may also be part of the
requirements under capabilities reporting for
Community Trust programmes.

kept me out of trouble. But it wasn’t until I joined in a
Community Cohesion project run by my local Club that
I really found the passion to play and make new friends.
I knew the project had helped in generating young
players into the Academy and potential apprentices for
the future.

“

10.2 Actions are in place to increase the diversity
of people taking part in Club activities across
different protected characteristics relevant to
your local population demographics.
10.3 Community use of the stadium is actively
considered and promoted by the Club to diverse
groups.
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10. ACTIVITIES EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

CAPABILITIES REPORTING
Since 2007 the Premier League (PL) has
provided core funding – primarily to
support Club Charity Organisations (CCOs)
with capacity-building and assist with
organisational growth, but also as a means
of reducing the risk associated with the
PL distributing its own funding. Premier
League Community Foundation (PLCF) is
the charitable distributor of funding from
the PL and its partners and has developed
the Capability Assessment specification
in partnership with key stakeholders,
including the PL and EFL Trust.
Every 12 months each of the 72 CCOs are
required to submit a set of documents and
share information which assists the PLCF
and EFL Trust to assess the viability and
sustainability of the CCO business.
The following 11 areas of business practice
are assessed:
1.

Strategic Planning and Risk Management

2. Governance
3. Financial Management
4. Relationship with parent Football Club
5. Safeguarding
6. Collecting and protecting participant data
7.

Managing Performance and
measuring impact

8. Quality Assurance and continuous
improvement
9. Valuing Staff and Volunteers
10. Communication and public relations
11. Equality and Inclusivity practices
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10. ACTIVITIES EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

STADIUM BOOKINGS
Clubs should consider hiring their facilities,
and use this strategy as a way of engaging
with different communities and target
groups. This vision is to put the Club at the
heart of the community and encourage
more visitors to the ground.

DID YOU KNOW?
EFL produces a campaigns, key dates
and faith calendar to help Clubs
plan activities and mark key dates to
showcase the positive work they do and
their commitment to Equality
and Diversity.

ACTIVITY
Means any activity or series of activities
arranged for a person by, or in the name of,
a Club. This includes, but is not limited to,
community activities, schools’ coaching
programmes; football development
centres; retail department or media
department promotion days; match days,
ball boys and ball girls, mascots.

Further guidance

EFL Trust projects
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11

CONSULTATION
AND RELATIONSHIP
BUILDING
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11
CONSULTATION AND
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
BARRY

WHEELCHAIR
USER

The Club, via the Supporter
Liaison Officer, sets up
consultation processes with
key partners/stakeholders
and people that represent
the diversity of the local
community across all areas of
the company’s business.

“ Disabled Supporters Association in order to develop a
I was approached by the Club DLO to help to set up a

consultation channel and build relationships with their
disabled supporters.
In doing so it provides a forum where fans with a variety
of accessibility needs can learn about what support is
available and input into providing support and advice,
if required, for the Club to have a robust Supporters’
Policy that meets the needs of the disabled fans.

CRITERIA
11.1 The Club identifies which groups of people
are under-represented across all Club functions.
The Club identifies appropriate actions to
address this under-representation.

The Association has also held fund-raising events to
help in providing solutions for the Club to improve its
accessibility facilities.

“

11.2 The Club sets up an internal Inclusion
Advisory Group as a reporting mechanism into
the Club’s Board or to the Chair of the Board.
11.3 The Club develops relationships with people
from many different communities locally, e.g.
faith-based, lesbian and gay people, older
people, younger people, women and girls, etc.
These may form part of an external advisory
group for the Club.
11.4 The Club nominates a Disability Liaison
Officer and considers if other Liaison Officers are
needed across other areas.
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11. CONSULTATION AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

PARTNERSHIPS
Building strong links with non-sporting
bodies can help the Club address Equality
issues and take best practice from other
businesses and sectors. Linking in with
local community groups and education
establishments can also provide much
needed support and resource for the Clubs.

INCLUSION ADVISORY GROUP
Two forms of advisory groups should be
considered by Clubs. Internal inclusion
advisory groups (11.2) and external
advisory groups (11.3) should be able to
consider Club-related issues and provide
valuable feedback which can be shared
with the Club and the senior management.

Further guidance

Designated DLO, SLO and any other Liaison
officers – see section 9
EFL Disability Guidance Document
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11. CONSULTATION AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs have both internal and
external advisory groups set up to help
guide the Club and offer much needed
advice. A number of Clubs have used
these groups to influence Policy and
operational changes in the Club for
match days, as well as improving the
customer service through improved
facilities and activities.
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12

EXTERNAL
VERIFICATION AND
ENDORSEMENT
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12
CONSULTATION AND
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

The Club will obtain external
verification and endorsement
of the progress it makes
towards Inclusion and Antidiscrimination.

MAX

CHAIRMAN

CRITERIA

“ of Practice. In doing so we now have an Equality Action

We have recently been assessed and achieved the Code
Plan that ensures that the Club continues to progress
and also helps the Club towards its business strategy.
It’s important for the Club from a business perspective
that relations are built and maintained and fans are
identified for the future.

12.1 The Club commits to working towards and
achieving the three levels of the Premier League
Equality Standard for Professional Football
Clubs.

“

12.2 The Club undertakes an access audit
and develops an Action Plan to address any
considerations.
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12. CONSULTATION AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

Things to consider

Any Club which achieves a level of the
Equality Standard will be deemed to have
met the minimum standards for the Code
of Practice.
Equality Action Plans – See section 1.
Access Audit consultations / quotes for
Audits: it is important that Clubs become
wholly inclusive and accessible for all
supporters. Obtaining an Access Audit is
one way to help Clubs review the changes
required to become fully accessible. Access
Audits should be carried out by an NRAC
qualified Auditor.

Further guidance

Disability Guidance Document
Accessible Stadia Guide
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12. CONSULTATION AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING EQUALITY CODE OF PRACTICE

DID YOU KNOW?
Some Clubs that have attained the
Code of Practice have now progressed
onto the levels of the Equality
Standard. The Equality Standard
helps football Clubs to build on the
foundations of the Code of Practice
and recognise existing partnerships,
activities and projects they deliver
to under-represented groups and
individuals, and helps to identify new
target markets and fans for the future.
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USEFUL INDEPENDENT CONTACTS

USEFUL INDEPENDENT CONTACTS

Kick it Out
www.kickitout.org
Level Playing Field
www.levelplayingfield.org.uk
Equality and Human Rights Commission
www.humanrights.com
Stonewall
www.stonewall.org.uk
Sporting Equals
www.sportingequals.org.uk
Women in Football
www.womeninfootball.co.uk
Women in Sport
www.womeninsport.org
English Federation of Disability Sport
www.efds.co.uk
Muslim Womens Sports Foundation
www.mwsf.org.uk
Football v Homophobia
www.footballvhomophobia.com
Gay Football Supporters Network
www.gfsn.org.uk
Pride Sports
www.pridesports.org.uk
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USEFUL CONTACTS

USEFUL CONTACTS

If you require any guidance regarding the
requirements outlined in this document, please
contact:
Aneel Javed
EFL Specialist Advisor – Inclusion
ajaved@efl.com
01772 325968
0758 3065335
Louise Tideswell
Independent Consultant
louise.tideswell@plan4sport.co.uk
01543 253150
07904 739293
Club Portal System Enquires
cps@efl.com
EFL Community Trust
info@elftrust.com
League Football Education (LFE)
T: 01772 326870
www.lfe.org.uk
The FA
www.TheFA.com
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efl.com
EFL House, 10 – 12 West Cliff, Preston, Lancashire, PR1 8HU
Tel: 01772 325800 Email: enquiries@efl.com
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